AT E L I E R A L A I N E L LO U Z
PRES S RELEAS E

“To acquir e
an ar t work of
At el i er Al ai n E l l ou z
wi l l g i ve y ou access
t o on e of ear t h
myst er i es”
Atelier A lain Ellouz is an exceptional creative ar tworkshop, sp ecialized in t wo magnif icent materials:
alabaster and rock cr ystal. True ar tisan of stone,
Atelier

A lain

Ellouz

creates

lighting

f ix tures ,

f urniture and b esp oke projec t s , working with the
most talented designers all over the world.

Bet ween sleek design and organic shap es , Atelier
A lain Ellouz trans forms b oth of these materials
richness into a undeniable o de to nature.

C abi n et m ak ers
of st on e si n ce
20 0 6
Created in 2006 by Alain Ellouz, Atelier Alain Ellouz
soon has become backlit alabaster market leader.
Alain Ellouz discovered this stone in 1995 as an
exploitable material for his passion: sculpting. Ten
years later Alain Ellouz is still in love with alabaster and
this stone’s transparencies. Convinced by the hidden
treasure this material has to reveal, he imagined for

met the designer Marion Biais-Sauvêtre. Therefore,
they both elaborated a contemporary approach of
alabaster by enlighten it. They eventually developed
technical innovations allowing complex projects to
become true: thus, Atelier Alain Ellouz entered into
this market of luxury.

In 2011, Alain Ellouz having continued exploring other
stones decided to exploit an other stone potential: rock

stone are created. Today, Atelier Alain Ellouz is still
expanded itself as its third showroom - after Paris’ and
London’s - will open in New York in June 2018.
The story continues...

Al aba st er,
a st one wit h
multiple variations
this rare and unique translucent stone which is alabaster.
This stone offers plenty of patterns possibilities. Fluid
or crystallized, white or ochre, each piece of alabaster is
unique. After a thorough selection, we shape and design
alabaster in order to create harmonious sets, taking in
account each piece’s uniqueness.

Its extraordinary richness is not its only particularity.
Alabaster is a delicate and fragile stone which conducted us

treatments. Stonelight treatments have been elaborated

alabaster fragility while conserving its natural qualities.

S TONELIGHT
TRE ATMENTS:
an Atelier Alain Ellouz exclusive
know-how

Alabaster nature makes its exploitation quite
restrictive: : this stone is extremely fragile
and it is very simple to scratch it. The material
can also be altered by sunlight. Moreover,
stains can appear pretty easily on its surface.
Stonelight treatments have been elaborated
order to counter these different constraints.
Therefore, these treatments allow us to
work with alabaster in demanding projects
requiring solidity, impermeability and
resistance to UV exposure.
STONELIGHT treatments are 12 technical
solutions allowing:
> Alabaster rigidity and resistance to any

> Alabaster resistance to water
> Alabaster surface harmony by erasing joints
between stone blocs
> Alabaster UV protection (preventing the most
robust stains from appearing)

Rock cr yst a l :
a pur e jewel
This translucent stone has always been fascinating
because of its transparencies and light ef fec ts it
causes. Af ter having explored alabaster, Alain Ellouz
focused on rock cr ystal in order to design lighting
fix tures inspired by jewelers’ tradition.

A p er fec t mix bet ween contemp orar y design and
traditional know - how, Atelier A lain Ellouz ro ck
cr ystal lighting fix tures

are the finest result s of

jewelr y delic ac y and this stone natural b eaut y ’s
wedding .

Precisely

shap ed

like

jewelries ,

our

patented LED technolog y is integrated to our
lighting f ix ture, in order to magnif y the highlighting
process to create exclusive light ef fec t s .

“Put your dreams
into light“

AN ORGANIc ANd uNIquE LIGHTING cOLLEcTION

BESpOkE pROjEcTS wHIcH REquIRE A GREAT ExpERTISE
Atelier Alain Ellouz also realizes architectural projects, collaborating with the greatest designer of the world. From

exceptional, Atelier Alain Ellouz conceives each piece like a true artwork.
workshop creates furniture as well as complex projects, all of these creations being bespoke designed.
Each piece is designed and realized in our workshop, inspired by Japanese or oriental cultures, and shaped like
a round, an oval, a cylinder, or keeping its natural form. These pure lines are completed by sophisticated and
invisible techniques which reveal alabaster and rock crystal hidden secrets.
also had the privilege of realizing biggest “Maisons de luxe” projects: Guerlain, Chaumet, Dior, Chanel, Jaeger
LeCoultre, David Morris, Louis Vuitton, and many others...
true homage to earth mysteries.
From conception to fabrication, our workshop takes the most audacious challenges up in order to realize complex
and prestigious bespoke projects.

Three questions to
Alain Ellouz,
CEO of A AE

Innovation and
technology
True backlit stones specialist, Atelier Alain Ellouz research and
harmonious alloy between light and alabaster natural beauty.
Following the tradition of “French luxury”, Atelier Alain Ellouz favors a
contemporary approach to light. When it comes to alabaster, lighting
in the mass erases transparence effects and offers an homogeneous
result thanks to our light diffusion mastery. Concerning rock crystal, it is
illuminated by an interior light: a technical challenge protected by a patent.
Our expertise and patents guarantee exclusivity and uniqueness of our
work to our customers.

How would you define yourself?

Why having created AAE?

What about your future?

As entrepreneur as creator, or
even artist, I am passionate by
challenges and I like discovering
unexplored paths. The unknown
is my playground!

Everything began when I fell
in love with alabaster. I am
not really sure whether this
material adopted me or it is the
opposite. What I am certain of is
that passion always conducts to
great creations!

We can’t predict the future but
we can build it every day. I like
exploring things step by step and
discover new opportunities as I
progress. This philosophy has
already brought me to London
and New York. I now have an art
gallery project which is growing
into my mind… To move on
means to be alive, right?

Atelier Alain Ellouz through a few numbers...
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